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Claims 

1. A user equipment for use in a wireless communications system which allocates 

sequences to base stations for use by user e ]UiI ments to transmit random access 

connection requests in cells of the wireless communications system, the random access 

connection re iuests comprising preamble sequences having cyclic shifts applied to the 

allocated sequences, wherein a required cyclic shift amount is configurable in accordance 

with cell radius and wherein a known number of preamble sequences are used in each 

cell characterized in that it-the user equipment comprises: 

a receiving section (0152) configured to receive, from a base station of the 

wireless communication system, allocation sequence information indicative of one or 

more allocated sequences, the allocation sequence information comprising: 

aft reported index of at lee,st one of sequences with consecutive indices 

among a plurality of sequences each with a different sequence number, the 

consecutive indices being among a J lurality of indices having consecutive 

numbers; and 

a re1 orted re 1uired cyclic shift amount that is indicative of the number of 

allocated sequences given the known number of preamble sequences; 

a storage section (161) configured to store correspondence relationshiJ s that 

of indices to the se uence numbers of the · 

the plurality of se 1uences, \Yhieh are being indexed1 by the plurality of indices having 

consecutive numbers~ in order of increa•,ing to d mdximum Vdlue ,md then decrea•,ing, 

from the maximum value, a cyclic ·,hift Jmount corre•,ponding to d Doppler •,hift 

according to a '>equence number or in order of increasing to a maximum value and then 

decreasing, from the maximum value, a required cyclic shift amount according to the 

sequence number, 

wherein the required cyclic shift amount according to the sequence number, in 

order of which the plurality of sequences are indexed, is a maximum applicable cyclic 

shift amount for user e ]UiI ments that move at high speed and for which high-speed

movement related D01 pier spread and frequency offset are involved in a signal received 

at the base station, 
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wherein the p lurality of sequences ee-mg--are Zadoff--Chu sequences, cr(k), defined 

in the time domain, the Zadoff--Chu sequences being defined by equation 

where r is the sequence number, N is a length of the Zadoff--Chu sequence and is 

odd, k is an integer changing from Oto N--1, and q is an arbitrary integer~ 

wherein the one or more allocated sequences consist of: 

a Zadoff--Chu sequence corres1 onding to the re1 orted index; and 

in the case that there is more than one allocated sequence, a Zadoff--Chu 

sequence conespondin 0 to each respective other of the consecutive indices, and 

wherein the user equi1 ment is configured to use the stora e section to select a 

Zadoff-Chu sequence which is one of the one or more allocated sequences based on the 

allocation sequence information; and 

a transmitting section (167) configured to-~ 

transmit a preamble sequence generated from the Zadoff--Chu sequence 

corresponding to the reported index thdt i~, received when the Zadoff-Chu 

sequence correspondin to the reported index is selected; and 

transmit a preamble sequence generated from the Zadoff--Chu se 1uence 

correspondin 0 to one other of the consecutive indices, when the Zadoff--Chu 

sequence correspondin ..... to that one other of the consecutive indices is selected. 

2. The u•,er equipment according to claim 1, v, he1 ein the cyclic 1,hifl: amount 

1,hilt for an u1,er equipment moving at high 1,peed. 

3. The U',er equipment according to claim I or 2, wherein the c:,rclic 1,hift amount 

depend·, on the 1,equence numbe1. 

4. The user equipment acco1ding to any of claim•, I 3, v.herein the required cyclic 

1,hift amount i·, a I equired cyclic 1,hift amount for an user equipment moying at high 1,peed. 
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12. I he u·,er equipment according to dny of claim•, I 11, v. herein the preamble 

•,equence i•, generated by cyclically •,hifting at lea•,t one of •,equence•, with con•,ecuti\ e 

indice•,, the dt lea·,t one of •,equence•, corre•,ponding to the index that i•, 1eceived. 

The user equipment according to any of claim•, 1 12, ,.,, herein a random acee',', 

preclmble includin 11 the preclmble ',equence i•, generated, and ',clid tran•,mitting ',ection 

tran•,mit•, the random acce',', preamble. 

14. The u•,er equipment according to claim I, ,,,. herein said receJYmg •,eetion 1s 

configured to recei\ e the index that i•, broddca•,ted. 

2. The user equipment according to claim 1 wherein the maximum applicable cyclic 

shift amounts are arranged, in the order in which the plurality of sequences are indexed, 

in ascending order for index numbers 1 through floor(N/2) and in descendin order for 

index numbers floor(N/2) through N-1. 

~3. A preamble sequence generating method .fur-useg in a user equipment for use in a 

wireless communications system which allocates sequences to base stations for use by 

user equipments to transmit random access connection requests in cells of the wireless 

communications system, the random access connection requests comprising preamble 

sequences having cyclic shifts applied to the allocated sequences wherein a required 

cyclic shift amount is configurable in accordance with cell radius and wherein a known 

number of preamble sequences are used in each cell, characterized in that -i-t--the method 

compnses: 

rece1vmg by the user equipment from a base station of the wireless 

communication system, allocation sequence information indicative of one or more 

allocated sequences, the allocation sequence information comprising: 

aft reported index of at lee,st one of sequences with consecutive indices 

among a plurality of sequences each with a different sequence number, the 

consecutive indices being among a J lurality of indices having consecutive 

numbers; and 
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a repmied re iuired cyclic shift amount that is indicative of the number of 

allocated sequences given the known number of preamble sequences; 

storing by the user equir ment correspondence relationshir s that correlate the 

plurality of indices to the sequence numbers of the plurality of sequences, the plurality of 

sequences being. v, hich are indexed~ by the indices having consecutive numbers1 in order 

ofinorea•,ing to a maximum \>cllue dnd then decrea•,ing, from the maximum ,alue, a cyclic 

•,hift amount cone•,ponding to a Doppler •,hi ft according to a ',equence number or in order 

of increasing to a maximum value and then decreasing, from the maximum value, a 

required cyclic shift amount according to the sequence number, 

wherein the required cyclic shift amount according to the sequence number, in 

order of which the plurality of sequences are indexed, is a maximum applicable cyclic 

shift amount for user e JUiJ ments that move at high SJ eed and for which high-SJ eed

movement related D01 pier spread and frequency offset are involved in a signal received 

at the base station 

wherein the plurality of sequences ee-m-g-are Zadoff-Chu sequences, cr(k), defined 

in the time domain, the Zadoff-Chu sequences being defined by equation 

(k) .2m-(k(k+I) kJ}
Cr =exp{ - J N 2 + q 

where r is the sequence number, N is a length of the Zadoff-Chu sequence and is 

odd, k is an integer changing from Oto N-1, and q is an arbitrary integer, and 

wherein the one or more allocated se 1uences consist of: 

a Zadoff-Chu sequence corresponding to the reported index; and 

in the case that there is more than one allocated sequence, a Zadoff-Chu 

sequence corresponding to each respective other of the consecutive indices; 

using the stored corres1 ondence relationships, selecting by the user equipment the 

Zadoff-Chu se Juence corresponding to the reported index based on the allocation 

sequence infom1ation; and 

transmitting by the user equipment a preamble sequence generated from athe 

Zado ff-Chu sequence corresponding to the reported index that i•, recei\> ed. 
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4. The preamble sequence generating method accordin 0 to claim 3, wherein the 

maximum applicable cyclic shift amounts are arranged in the order in which the plurality 

of sequences are indexed, in ascending order for index numbers 1 through floor(N/2) and 

in descending order for index numbers floor(N/2) through N-1. 
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